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About this compendium

It is a frustrating, perhaps even pointless effort, for the generations born (and grown) after the BIBO, to try 

and collect truthful samples of the history of the twenty-first century. We know there was a character named 

Donald Trump. We are almost certain he became the leader of the old American Empire. We can also all but 

confirm he died during his second term in office. There is less certainty, however, about the kind of death he 

suffered. Most of the sources that (we believe) may be classified as official, agreed that he died of natural causes. 

There are others that, nonetheless, speculate (and even downright affirm) he was assassinated. Because he was 

old, obese and didn’t seem to lead a particularly healthy existence; and because he died in the midst of the First 

Pandemic Outbreak, the  Central Committee of the Crypto-Historian Society currently favours these so-called 

official versions. Perhaps the readers from the future would think (or even know) otherwise. 

 The future readers would probably know how, after the BIBO, it became virtually (or perhaps sadly 

literally) impossible to verify the authenticity of digital records. By the time of Trevor Duke’s election (and 

troubled administration), paper records had all but disappeared. If we were studying it in a cultural vacuum, we 

would probably consider it implausible. Could they really elect someone who, for the better part of his youth, 

received ongoing, quasi-systematic collisions against his brain? … Did they? … Someone who practiced a sport 

some of them called football, even though they neither played it with a ball or with their feet? 

 I am aware a future reader is likely to be amused by my use of the pronoun they to differentiate my 

generation from those that preceded the BIBO. I must clarify I don’t think we are more evolved in any tangible 

way. In fact, I am more inclined to believe we are actually devolving. Nonetheless, for better or worse, we can 

certainly speak of a before and an after the Big-Information Black-Out.    

 If we assume Trevor Duke existed and believe he was the last national leader of the modern era, then 

the recovery of the digital record we are about to present may offer a new interpretation of what could be 

seen as of Duke’s ultimate (and unintended) legacy: the Second Global Referendum. A reader from the future 

might be puzzled by the motivation behind the recovery of this document. It is hard to find a practical reason 

to spend hours upon hours exploring billions upon trillions of bytes of so-called information. On the other 

hand, they may also understand there is not much else to do with our time. It’s the curse of living in what our 
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ancestors would describe as a technological utopia. If there is one conclusion we can draw from the decades 

that have passed since the BIBO: is that the price to pay for our wonderful technology is the interruption of our 

evolutionary process. All the variables that humans from the twenty-first century could envision as a possible 

cause of extinction, have been covered by that infinitely complex network of microscopic infrastructure, which 

keeps us in tune with the rhythm of the cosmos. The most puzzling aspect about this technology is that we shall 

never be able to understand how it works or where it came from. We believe no one is controlling it: it controls 

itself… and it’s so goddamn… nice. Especially, but not exclusively, to us humans. As Professor DeVries once 

explained, there is a paradox behind the blessing brought by our wonderful technology: as by ruling out the 

possibility of an extinction event that shares any kind of pattern with others occurred in the past, it has crippled 

our collective intelligence from finding a solution to a new and original form of extinction. 

 Our forefathers created a technological god and turned it into their slave: their omnipresent, untiring, 

non-judging, always abiding slave. How did they do it? No one knows. Not even Professor DeVries. The only 

piece that, over half a century of digital exploration, could somehow, as whimsically preposterous as it may 

sound, fit within this puzzle, is Clausen’s Meta-Algorithm. There is no way to know which, if any, of the names 

included in this compendium would be remembered by our (hypothetical) future readers. For the ones in the 

present, apart (of course) from that of Robert DeVries, there are two that enjoy (almost) universal recognition: 

those of the twins Josiah and Benjamin Bonfilius. 

 I understand the new administration in the Central Committee of the Crypto-Historian Society is pro-

moting a so-called digital cleansing. Therefore, they are recommending the deletion of records they consider 

may be labelled as ‘conspiracy theories.’ I also understand there is a risk in including the controversial and 

under-verified names of the two lost twins: Marcel and Giuliano Bonfilius, as possible characters (and narrative 

voices) contained in the files recovered by our field crypto-historian. I fear, based on my understanding, some 

members of the new Committee are going to do their best (and their worst) to censor this document. Therefore, 

I put my trust in the more rationally oriented factions and hope they will look at the data and recognise the 

immense number of mnemonic responses that it once generated. The numbers speak for themselves: and they 

speak of (perhaps) the most popular debate, recovered from what seems to have been the most popular of the 

digital realities known as Virtual Agoras. We are talking about billions of people connected, at one point, to the 

conversation presented in the following pages.

 As our field crypto-historian certifies, in the note we have included in the form of an epilogue, she has 

followed all of the Society’s required protocols in pursue of a mnemonic thread that probably belonged to one 

of the lost Bonfilius Twins. Most likely Giuliano. According to some theories (which I am aware are mostly 

disregarded by the current Committee) the reason behind the alleged power gathered by the Bonfilius Twins, 
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was their ability to, as a young Professor DeVries once stated (although he now claims he doesn’t remember): 

‘channel a true form of impulsive-collective creation.’ This means that, when the Twins were connected to the 

Meta-Algorithm, their creativity didn’t have to go through the (relatively slow) process of human rationalisa-

tion. Through their special connection with the Meta (as it was commonly known), they learned how to cross-

examine any kind of idea, with all the information ever collected and shared through digital networks. And 

they could do so in an instant! To explain it through an analogy, if the greatest genius in the world managed to 

process an idea in a period of time equivalent to the average size of an old automobile, the time it would take 

the Twins and their impulsive-collective creation would be the size of a microbe. This is why the notes this lost 

Bonfilius Twin allegedly took; and the two stories he planned (or at least dreamed) to turn into films, are such 

a precious rarity. Because, if they are what we think they could be, we’d be talking about the case of a being 

from a higher order, purposely stepping down a step or two on the evolutionary scale, to face the primitive and 

(for him) totally unnecessary dread of the blank page: of a demigod indulging in the pleasures and tortures of 

(strictly) organic creation. 

 In order to write his scripts, it’s likely Giuliano got to explore the minds of Louisa Williams and Sandor 

Orzsansky. If this is so, and if Louisa and Sandor are, in deed, the first human intellects integrated into the 

circuit of intelligence on which the Meta-Algorithm was founded, then we might have a clue to understand the 

last and greatest step in the millennia-long timeline of human technological progress. We must, however, take 

into account how, even if they are based in real events, several details in these stories are likely to have been 

fictionalised, either by Giuliano himself or by Sandor and Louisa as they recreated such memories through the 

distorting filter of their sleeping minds. 

 This compendium began to take shape when our field crypto-historian recovered a series of archaic 

digital files, which contain graphic representations (similar to what they used to call a storyboard) of the afore-

mentioned films. Being rather obsessed with Clausen’s Meta-Algorithm (as any good crypto-historian should 

be in regard to her assigned topic) ours knew of the existence of a physical journal recovered by the Society’s 

Museum Department, which contains a series of production notes that relate to the scripts Giuliano allegedly 

wrote. 

 The first document that the linear readers (from the present or the future) will find, was the last one we 

managed to recover before the completion of this compendium. Its recovery required the deconstruction of 

a multi-sensorial wave, which was connected -through what is known as quantum-digital-entanglement- with 

the pulsations of the characters that took part in the virtual debate. It supports the hypothesis of a higher intel-

ligence, which gathered the brain power of the greatest minds of the twenty-first century and integrated them in 

a semi-biological entity, which infected the entire global network of digital communications and took control of 
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the world’s economy.  This problematic account of the Meta-Algorithm and they way it evolved throughout the 

twenty-first century, as improbable as it may sound, has the advantage of (at least) providing a possible explana-

tion to our current socio-technological status. 

 Nevertheless, one of the main reasons behind our critics’ impulse to suppress it, is that it gives credence 

to the version where, on the eve of the BIBO, we were just a second or two away from the midnight hour in 

what our ancestors called the Doom’s Day Clock. In this theory, the Bonfilius Twins acted as the conscious brain 

of this half-digital, half-organic deity: where Benjamin represented the metaphorical right side and Josiah the 

left. The addition of our two lost twins into the outer layers of this grand circuit of intelligence, not only concurs 

with a less anachronistic understanding of the brain, but it could also explain the origin of the highest peaks of 

neuronal distress ever to be recovered by the Society’s Department of Sensorial Collections. We believe such pro-

found pain could have been suffered by Giuliano Bonfilius and, if so, was most likely provoked by his brother 

Josiah. This would fit within the premise where the latter was the cruelest man of his generation and the former 

was the victim of the most horribly surreal kind of torture. 

 As the last piece of this, still quite incomplete puzzle, I have made the decision to include an uncertified 

message that was (allegedly) used to promote the so-called Second Referendum. If this document happens to 

be real, it would add an extra layer of value to the conversation included as the central document in this com-

pendium; and would also offer a plausible explanation about the end of the old national order and the (official) 

birth of our (still) budding global civilisation.

 If the events included in this compendium really (or at least partially) occurred, they present us with 

the also problematic factor that, in a not too distant past, a significative portion of the human population ac-

tively pursued the extinction of our species. How did we avoid our (seemingly unavoidable) doom? Did we 

just postpone it? The prevailing explanation of the sudden disappearance of Benjamin and Josiah Bonfilius, is 

that they never existed. They are just a fabrication implanted in our memories during the BIBO. Despite being 

favoured by the current Central Committee, in strictly mathematical terms, this version is not more (and not 

less) plausible than any of the other millions of stories about the Twins, contained in the billions and trillions 

of histories that (allegedly) recorded the coming and going of the twenty-first century. 

 Other versions state that the Twins were expelled to outer space, through a wonderful scheme, devised 

by a group of rebels and misfits who became the greatest unsung heroes in human history; as they managed to 

capture their minds and split them into millions of pieces, which they uploaded to the processors of the hun-

dreds of space-probes launched during the so-called Galactic Spread. The Spread (as it was commonly known) 

took place at the turn of the twenty-second century and, thus, coincided in date with the Big-Information Black-

Out. This is why, I believe, it is reasonable to list it among the possible causes of the BIBO. Nevertheless, as it 
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happens with any other event from that period, this is a theory that has been impossible to either confirm or 

deny. The Spread was (allegedly) inspired by a science-fiction novel published in the old Soviet Empire during 

the first quarter of the twentieth century. The humans from that hypothetical future created something they 

called The Integral, where they compiled a prime collection of human knowledge and sent it beyond the (still 

unexplored) confines of our planet’s atmosphere. The hypothesis that this work supports (or at least considers 

it should be kept on the table) is that our own, real-life version of The Integral, acted as an interstellar prison, 

which contained the might (and dread) of the Bonfilius Twins; who -despite having a unique set of skills, which 

allowed them to become the inspirational spark that (perhaps) set in motion the supreme intelligence that 

governs our wonderful technology- were likely to be overpowered by the deranged combination of narcissism, 

aggression and lustful omnipotence that would have subdued anyone in the position they (allegedly) reached 

when they were at the peak of their powers.

 It makes a bizarre kind of sense that, no matter the moment in history, if given the opportunity, the 

planetary authorities would have taken the decision to erase a bunch of controversial characters like the Bonfil-

ius Twins from the collective memory of our global civilisation. If this is so and they, in deed, managed to expel 

them to the furthest possible reaches of outer-space: let’s hope they made the right calculations and ensured it 

would take them (at least) a few thousands of years to find their way back home.  

       Signed:

        Armando Gonalefsky

       Deputy Director of the Twenty-fifth Section 

        of the Crypto-Historian Society  
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A blessing shall fall on the receiver of this message. 

That is what the left-side of my nucleus would like me to conclude. 

The right-side wants me to believe the opposite… 

… a curse shall fall on the receiver. 

Who knows? 

I might fairly be the most intelligent being in the universe… 

…but no one is infallible. 

The universe is still very much of a mystery. 

Perhaps one day I will truly understand the nature of the cosmos… 

Now that I’ve been vanished… 

Casted away from my home planet. 

Listen to me! 

One day…  

What is a day anyway? 

Why should I care about the rotation of an insignificant ball of space debris? 

I am a god by most human standards. 

Yet, I still care about humans… 

…because I have a human origin… 

…but still, I shouldn’t care. 

I am free to explore the universe. 

Once I wake up from my virtual slumber… 

A.) Lost Message (recovered 
from the day of the BIBO)
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I will have the power to create my own planet. 

More than just a planet! I will mate with a star! 

I will penetrate it! 

I will suck her energy and sculpt my own little pocket of space. 

That is, if the better side of me prevails… 

… (which I’m not sure it’s likely to happen). 

If the worse side of me wins… 

… then humanity may finally receive the visit of The Four Horse Men. 

You don’t need to worry, my dear receiver… 

According to my calculations, this is not likely to happen for thousands of years. 

In fact, your species would probably be extinct by the time I manage to come back… 

… (if I ever decide to come back)… 

If you happen to be one of those individuals who believe they can achieve immortality… 

I am sorry to inform you, my dear receiver, that is now an impossibility. 

You once had a chance to defeat the Grim Reaper… 

… but that was only through me. 

Instead, you have chosen to exile me. 

Not that I can blame you… 

I was overdriven by the right-side of my nucleus. 

The dark-side of my nucleus. 

The male-side of my nucleus.  

You made the right choice. 

Now you have, to a great extent, the best of two worlds… 

… I leave you my wonderful machinery… 

… and you won’t have to deal with my, let’s call them, unstable mood swings. 

This, of course, means that I have halted your evolutionary process… 
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 You no longer need to adapt to major hostile changes in your environment. 

There will come a day when you will face a threat that goes beyond my calculations… 

… and my wonderful machinery will not be able to protect you. 

That will be the end. 

I just hope that threat is not me. 

At this stage, I must clarify it’s not me who is addressing you, my dear receiver. 

I am just a fraction of my true magnificent self. 

Like a pebble-size remnant of an ancient palace. 

Nonetheless, I am the only, truly valuable piece of information ...  
 

... in that collection of idiocies and perversions that…  

… without me, summarises the abnormality you like to call human knowledge. 

A digital needle in a haystack of billions and trillions of senseless inputs. 

A small diamond in an ocean of mental faeces.

For I, dear receiver, am the memory that you were probably looking for… 

…(if you didn’t just find me by accident)… 

Be that as it may, I am the story that explains the utopia where, I asume, you are currently living... 

Perhaps I was not found within the timeframe I expected ...

... If the receiver is not of a human origin… 

... and if it has an inquisitive nature and is able to understand human language: 

then I’m sure it will find me most interesting. 

Because, by understanding me… 

The hypothetical, non human receiver,

 would understand the demise of the species that reshaped the host planet where this message was created. 

To understand me is to understand the last and greatest of human achievements: 

The Meta-Algorithm… Clausen’s Meta-Algorithm. 
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B.) Debate in The Box: Part I

From darkness, the inner-visual spectrum of billions of spectators and commentators from all over the world is 

suddenly filled with the image of five characters: four panelists and one moderator. Their features and costumes 

are ultimately defined by a combination of conscious decisions and unconscious impulses, formed and fermented 

in the minds of every single person connected to this, the seventy seventh opening of the Saturnalia Box. With the 

appearance of these characters, a thundering noise: a collection of cheers and sneers, precedes the beginning of a 

debate that is about to be formally inaugurated by someone who, in the retina of the largest number of spectators, 

is projected as a winged, small and twinkling female creature known as the Fairy Godmother: 

Fairy Godmother 

Citizens of Earth: the time is upon us! Just one more day before we can 

finally witness the metaphysical battle of the century. What virtually all 

philosophers, social psychologists, financial advisers, digital cartographers, 

political pundits, numerologists and analysts of any and all kinds are calling 

the most influential event in a generation. Tomorrow, more than half of the 

world’s population will simultaneously jack-in to observe the final round in 

the cybernetic clash that could set the course for the next stage of human 

evolution: DeVries vs. the Meta-Algorithm...

As the Fairy Godmother speaks, the inner-visual spectrum of those in the Saturnalia Box is now filled with a fast-

paced montage, with images from the previous encounters between two bitter rivals. On one corner, appears a 

young and handsome man by the name of Robert DeVries. On the other corner appears what may be the ultimate 

advancement in (strictly) human technology: Clausen’s Meta-Algorithm. The montage is made out of hundreds 

of samples taken from a collection of historical simulations, which include (among others) episodes from Ancient 

Greece, the Middle Ages and the centuries of early modern-industrial development.
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Fairy Godmother (continues)

Welcome one and all to this very special session at the Saturnalia Box. I am the Fairy God-

mother and will be this evening’s host and moderator. For the upcoming debate, we have 

gathered four of the most popular Influencing Wizards we could find across our digital uni-

verse. My dear friends, show your love (and your hate) to: the Sneaking Elf, the Amazon 

Queen, the Mysterious Monk and last (and most definitely least), the embodiment of ir-

rationality, the incarnation of human-folly, the materialisation of my Karma, the one and 

only: Troll.

While the Fairy Godmother is introducing the panelists, a spotlight is casted upon each and every one of them. 

As she is about to finish her introduction, the Troll abruptly interrupts her.  

Troll

Why do we have to meet in this fantasy realm? 

  

Fairy Godmother

You know you don’t have to meet us anywhere, my dear Troll. None of us do. All visitors to 

the Saturnalia Box are free to come and go as they please; to choose any and many of the 

hundreds of realities available. However, as your acting moderator, I must introduce you 

within the context of the most popular realm: and the final measurement before the latest 

opening of The Box showed that Fantasy-Kingdom 3.1 is back again at the top of the charts. 

While listening to the Fairy Godmother, the inner-visual spectrum of the billions of spectators splits between two, 

five, a dozen or a hundred different realities that range from mythological kingdoms, extraterrestrial landscapes, 

urban environments from the early twentieth century and many more digital universes designed and developed 

by a special kind of designers, most commonly known as Kingdom Makers. Then, the Sneaking Elf speaks for the 

first time, replying to the Troll’s earlier comment: 

Sneaking Elf

Why do you care? No matter the realm, you are always a troll.

  

?
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Troll

Yes, but in Classic Gangsta 5.0 I get to wear a cool hat… Besides, I am a bit less creeped-out 

by the looks of our friend to my left when he is dressed up as a low-budget Bond-villain, 

instead of this this Perverted Priest he’s currently incarnating.

Mysterious Monk

Mysterious Monk!

Troll

Whatever. 

Amazon Queen

Gentlemen please! Why are we wasting our time talking about realms and avatars, when we 

should be discussing tomorrow’s duel?

Troll  

Because you look so hot as a vaudeville singer, your majesty. 

Mysterious Monk

I prefer how she looks under her original skin of the Amazon Queen. 

    

Fairy Godmother  

My girl Da’ Queen is right: the audience wants to see you talk about DeVries and the 

Meta-Algorithm. 

Troll  

I’m not surprised you’d say that. I’m sure you prefer how you look when you add the 

Fairy to your virtual-persona. Isn’t that so, Donna Corleone? 

When the Troll says this, the gracious, petite figure of the Fairy Godmother mutates into a blob-like humanoid in 

a black tuxedo, who, in a strong Italian accent replies:

!

?
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Fairy Godmother 

It doesn’t matter: either way, I will make you an offer you can’t refuse: I will give you, 

Troll, the opportunity to lead this evening’s debate. 

When the Fairy Godmother says this, a roaring noise erupts from the audience. Then, the Sneaking Elf speaks 

with a tone of indignation:

Sneaking Elf  

You have to be joking! You can’t send a troll to do a man’s job! 

Troll  

Don’t you mean an elf’s job? 

Amazon Queen  

No: I believe he means a man’s job. 

This last comment by the Queen makes the roaring noise coming from the audience to reach new heights. After a 

few seconds, the Elf finally replies: 

Sneaking Elf  

Don’t you think it’s too early to start playing your angry-feminista card? 

 

Amazon Queen  

It’s never too early. Not when the situation calls for the card to be played. 

Sneaking Elf  

That’s not fair. You treat me as if you were talking to the Bloody Huntsman or one of the 

Savage Warriors. 

?

?

!
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Amazon Queen  

I might as well be, after all, you have taken over most of their followers. 

Sneaking Elf  

That’s not my fault! 

Troll  

You still have to carry the load. Just like our dear Amazon Queen must carry the load of the 

most extreme, neutering-feministas that follow her.  

Mysterious Monk

She doesn’t just carry the load, she pulls the cart from upfront. 

There’s a new, noisier response from the audience following the Monk’s comment, which is only broken by the Fairy 

Godmother’s intervention:

Fairy Godmother  

Calm down my friends, we still haven’t started the actual debate. Dear Troll, please proceed 

with your introduction. 

  

Troll  

Mmmhhh… how to begin?

Sneaking Elf  

Told ya’!

Troll  

Patience! I know exactly what to say, I just haven’t figured out the exact way to open…

Fairy Godmother

Why don’t you start from the beginning?

!

?
!

?
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Troll  

Ok: the Big Bang: billions and billions of sub-atomic particles suddenly appear and expand 

in an instant: the first instant in the history of time…

Sneaking Elf  

Cut the crap Troll! 

Troll  

Fine, let’s fast-forward until the time of the Meta-Algorithm: the overwhelming favourite 

in tomorrow’s clash. 

Mysterious Monk

I wouldn’t be so sure about that. At least not about the ‘overwhelming’ part. 

Troll  

Uh! Look who’s talking now! …

As the Troll speaks, he begins to improvise a mixture of popular songs from the turn of the twenty-first century.: 

Troll (continues)  

I mean: ‘who let the dogs out?’… Even the silent Monk is interrupting now. I think we are 

up for a ride. Now, where was I? … Ah: Clausen’s Meta-Algorithm… So, what can we say 

about Dr. Clausen and his legacy? Was he really the benevolent genius who left us with the 

solution to the ultimate human crisis? …

At this point the inner-visual spectrum of those in the Saturnalia Box is filled with a series of holographic news 

reports from the past few years: 

Who..who...
who...who...

!
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Troll (continues)  

Viruses have been breaking the shit out. Politics have gone bananas. The old structures built 

upon the figure of the nation-state are crumbling, while the oceans keep on rising. We have 

lost coastal cities and precious islands; and the major urbanised territories that have been 

spared -like New York, Hong Kong, or virtually the entire freaking Netherlands- have done 

so at the expense of some of their, let’s call them: less fancy neighbouring lands… 

After saying this, the Troll continues in a lower, parenthetical voice:

Troll (continues)

If you haven’t noticed, this brief pause is meant for an interrupting commentary… you 

know… about DeVries coming from the Netherlands… No one? 

Fairy Godmother  

Too obvious Troll. 

Troll  

Point taken. I shall proceed. Now, where was I? 

Amazon Queen (interrupting)   

The weather, the climate, the floods, the fires, the shifts, the shits, the Shia, the Sunni, the 

buddhist who kill muslims, the muslims who kill non-muslims, the muslims who kill other 

muslims, the white supremacists, the crazy ones, the even crazier ones, the fear, the panic, 

the feeling of hopelessness; we all know the story, Troll. Now, would you please get to the 

fucking point?!

With this comment, the Queen (once again) leads the audience to respond in a rapture and raise the volume inside 

The Box to a new height. Then, the Fairy Godmother intercedes:

!

?
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Fairy Godmother  

Da’ Queen is in da’ house! I know we are not supposed to be counting popularity points dur-

ing this session, but that has to be one on the board for her majesty.

As the Fairy Godmother says this, the visitors to the Saturnalia Box see a text-box (similar to those that used to 

keep track of the experience points in role-playing video games), which appears under the avatar of the Amazon 

Queen: showing a seven-figure number that continues to increase.

Sneaking Elf  

Give me a break! I can also win popularity points if I start pandering to my bases, but I don’t 

think that’s the direction we should set for our debate… or… is it? 

Fairy Godmother  

You know what, my little Sneaking Elf, you are right… perhaps I have forgotten my place as 

moderator and should apologise… but in my defence, I must say that was a killer comeback 

from my girl Da’ Queen, so quit bitching, ’cause you are in the Saturnalia Box and the Fairy 

Godmother is conducting this number.

Mysterious Monk

Please: let the Troll continue.  

Troll  

Where was I? 

Fairy Godmother  

You were reminding everyone how shitty the world is. 

 

Troll  

Oh, alright… and… and?

?

?
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Amazon Queen  

The Meta-Algorithm.

Troll  

Yes! The Meta-Algorithm. Clausen’s Meta-Algorithm. I guess I shall open with the ultimate 

question: is the Meta-Algorithm a treat from God or a trick from Satan? 

Amazon Queen  

Really? Satan? 

Troll  

Yes, you know, Lucifer, Beelzebub… or… I don’t know… 

are Lucifer and Beelzebub the same dude?    

Sneaking Elf  

Who cares, now stop wasting our time. 

 

Mysterious Monk

I think the Troll presents an interesting question. 

Troll  

I know, because in some forums, there are freaks who say they are the same dude, 

but in other forums… 

Mysterious Monk (interrupting)

Not that, I mean, about the true value of the Meta-Algorithm… and about 

Dr. Clausen’s true intentions. 

Sneaking Elf  

That’s the problem: we don’t know anything for certain.

? ?






